2018 Information Systems Division Awards

Annie Lang Dissertation Award
(selected from nominations)
“Everyday Multiscreening: How the Simultaneous Usage of Multiple Screens Affects Information Processing and Advertising Effectiveness”
Claire M. Segijn, University of Minnesota
Chaired by Edith G. Smit & Hilde A. M. Voorveld, University of Amsterdam

John E. Hunter Meta-Analysis Award
(selected from nominations or self-nominations)
Not awarded this year (no nominations)

Best Papers of Information systems-Top Student Paper
(selected from full paper submissions)
Not awarded this year (All Best of Information Systems Papers, selected from full papers, were coauthored with faculty this year)

Best Papers of Information systems-Top Faculty Papers
(selected from full paper submissions)

Listed in alphabetical order of first authors’ family names:

“It’s a Journey: From Media Effects to Dynamic Systems”
Jingjing Han, Indiana University, Bloomington
Annie Lang, Indiana University, Bloomington

“Perceiving and Remembering Changes in Visual and Audiovisual Dynamic Scenes”
Tino Meitz, Institute of Communication Research – FSU Jena
Hauke Meyerhoff, Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien, Tübingen
Markus Huff, DIE | Leibniz Centre for Lifelong Learning Bonn

“Neural Message Engagement Predicts Susceptibility to Conversational Influence on Drinking Behavior”
Christin Scholz, University of Pennsylvania
Bruce Doré, University of Pennsylvania
Nicole Cooper, University of Pennsylvania
Emily Falk, University of Pennsylvania

“Two Routes to the Boomerang Effect: Proattitudinal versus Counterattitudinal Messages”
Xinyan Zhao, Hong Kong Baptist University
Edward L. Fink, Temple University

Top Faculty Reviewer
(selected based on the quantity and quality of review work for the Division for the current conference)
Justin Keen, Texas Tech University

Top Student Reviewer
(selected based on the quantity and quality of review work for the Division for the current conference)
Tessa DeAngelo, University of California, Davis
Promising Student Papers
(selected from full paper or extended abstract submissions authored only by student(s))

“Does Morality Make You Remember? Effects of Moral Violations in News Articles on Emotional Reaction and Memory”
Sophie Bruns, Hanover University of Music, Drama, and Media
Katharina Knop-Huelss, Hanover University of Music, Drama, and Media

“Forget About it?: The Power of Past-Oriented Mixed Emotions in Consumers’ Information Processing and Decision-Making Based on the Heuristic-Processing Model (HSM)”
Hyeseung Elizabeth Koh, University of Texas-Austin
Yongwoog Andrew Jeon, University of Texas-Austin
Hyunsang Son, University of Texas-Austin
Ji Mi Hong, University of Texas-Austin

“Joking About Relationship Violence: Stand-Up Comedy on Audience’s Attitudes and Motivational Processing”
Jiayu Li, Washington State University

“Finding the Path to Success: An Examination of Expertise, Exploration and Exploitation, and Creativity Performance in a Crowdsourcing Platform”
Yu Xu, University of Southern California
Yao Sun, University of Southern California
Ignacio Cruz, University of Southern California